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writing reviews of scholarly books for professional journals is
generally viewed as an important part of ones role in the academic
community As a historiannonhistoriannon however it was difficult to approach the
invitation to prepare a review on a series of historical essays without
some degree of trepidation fortunately the activity of reading this book
soon became such an enjoyable exercise that other tasks were set aside
in order to finish and anxieties about commenting on it became less
burdensome

new views of mormon history is a compilation of twenty essays
including the introduction by coeditor davis bitton and the bibliog-

raphy at the end prepared by david whittaker published in honor of
leonard J arrington it would be quite inappropriate to review such an
effort without first saying something about the man in whose honor it is
written

davis bittonsbittensBittons introduction begins with the statement that
leonard james arrington is the single most important mormon

historian of this generation vii I1 know no one who would dispute that
claim his career has been long and distinguished As one examines the
history of any scientific discipline or field of study one can generally
identify a handful of scholars often a very small handful whose impact
has been of great magnitude and whose contribution will influence that
field far into the future arrington is such a scholar his work provides
a model for future generations of historians and others who will continue
to attempt to illuminate the mormon past leonards vigor productivity
and single mindedness to the accomplishment of good social science
make him a standout

of particular interest to this reviewer is the breadth of leonards
impact on the larger social science community he is of course claimed
by the historians nevertheless he began as an economist and his
background and training in economics has informed much ofhis research
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and writing but his publications also have much to say about sociology
and even anthropology for example great basin kingdom considered
by many to be his most important work provides an interesting socio-
logical and cultural case study of the development of a highly structured
community guided at least at the beginning by a plan for self
sufficiency and strong centralized control both the biographical essay
at the beginning of new views ofmormonof mormon history and the bibliography
at the end reflect clearly the breadth of this influence

how about the book itself it is always difficult to really assess a
volume such as this it obviously has many dimensions the most
important of these is that each individual essay represents a clear tribute
to a highly respected colleague several of the contributions are original
with this volume others have been previously presented in other forums
all have been presented by their authors as something they would like to
include in a volume prepared to recognize leonard

the book is divided into four basic sections the first deals with
aspects of history and theology in early mormonism it includes essays
by richard bushman on the role of the book of mormon in early
mormon history dean jessee on some of the prison experiences of early
mormon leaders tom alexander on the importance of the concept of
covenants in joseph smiths theology and david whittaker on the
historical background to the development of the articles of faith this
set of authors represents a group of scholars who are among the most
productive of the generation that follows leonard each provides new
and interesting insight on a different but important aspect of the early
years of mormonism

the second section of the book focuses on the mormon church and
its members both in utah and abroad this section constitutes a real
potpourri it ranges from essays dealing with the formalization or
attempts at formalization of policy and doctrine william G hartley on
localizing responsibility for tithing collection and dean may on how the
bishops of salt lake city effectively subverted efforts to urbanize the
united order to case studies of life in salt lake cityscites thirteenth ward
ronald W walker and growing up in the farm community of union
gordon irving it includes an essay on LDS education in the pacific

islands by R lanier britsch and one on the use ofnon english languages
in the church by richard jensen it also includes two very fine essays
reflecting the role of women in the early utah church by carol madsen
and jill derr the first of these details the role of early mormon
sisterhood in partisan politics and the second looks at changes in the
relief society with the establishment of the church welfare program

the third section includes three articles on mormon gentile
relations the late eugene campbell discusses the conflict that occurred
and to some extent is still evident between the effort of the mormonscormons
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to establish the kingdom of god and the needs and expectations of the
larger american nation richard poll details the important symbiotic
relationship that exists between utah and the mormonscormonsMormons and jan shipps
provides an insightful discussion about moving beyond the stereotypes
in mormon and non mormon communities

finally the last section is entitled mormonism in the larger
perspective and includes essays by D michael quinn on parallels
between mormonscormons and early anabaptists paul edwards on time in
mormon history jim allenalienailen on important authors of works having to do
with mormon history and david whittaker with a final detailed bibliog-
raphy of leonard arringtonsarlingtonsarlingtonnArringArling tons work

As is always the case inin an effort such as this the essays are
somewhat uneven in quality and contribution however since such a
range of topics is covered virtually any connoisseur of mormon history
will find something of interest here As james B alienallenailen notes some
publications have the impact on the reader of a sleeping pill despite the
unevenness of theessaysthe essays none had that effect here whatever else this
volume might represent it constitutes a lasting tribute to a friend
colleague mentor teacher leader and pioneer it also contains within its
pages a set of diverse but generally important contributions to the
continuing effort of a growing number of scholars to assist us all in better
understanding the mormon past
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can a history of the church be written that blends faith and
humanity in a package that will satisfy the diverse surveyors of LDS
history probably not can a fine stylist even though his intended
audience is unsophisticated in historical matters provide an adequate
survey of LDS history in just two hundred pages I1 doubt it but dean
hughes author of several popular books for children and youth has
made a commendable effort and achieved a modicum of success

indeed if I1 had stopped reading after an hour or so I1 would
have concluded that hughes did very well his writing is lean and crisp
the initial chapters are cohesive and tight for a nonspecialist he
demonstrates an impressive acquaintance with the basic outlines
themes and challenges of LDS history likely a good deal of his


